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The Puritan Way Of Death
With that knowledge, Bohjalian embarks on a carefully plotted journey in “Hour of the Witch,” which follows Mary’s travails from an unhappy marriage to a much older man to being accused of witchcraft, ...
Chris Bohjalian goes back to witch trial days with newest novel
A Puritan funeral sermon sets death in its true perspective ... By the time a Puritan funeral sermon found its way into print, it had often been expanded into a small book. Puritan funeral ...
A Believer's Last Day, His Best Day
Things Heard & Seen follows a young couple that deals with strange occurrences after moving to the countryside. Here's the explanation of the film's ending.
The Ending Of Things Heard & Seen Explained
Later, in true Puritan fashion, Edwards made a long list of spiritual and moral "Resolutions," reminding him to dwell each day on his own death and eternal destiny and to bring his every emotion ...
A Modern Puritan
The Puritan demand for church government after the manner of the “other reformed churches … and above all by the word of God,” led him to compose his attacks on episcopacy because it suggested “that ...
Milton and the Puritan Dilelmma, 1641-1660
My favorite quote of all time comes from the Bible, from the book of Ecclesiastes, which says, "That which has been is what will be, That which is done is what will be done, And there is nothing ...
Vaccinations Were Hot Issue All the Way Back to Puritans
One way to track the approach of modernity is to ... and was dead . . . and have the keys of hell and of death")(7)--It took centuries for the doctrine to become hardened into orthodoxy.
The Death of Satan
I need only the merest of pretexts to write about Carla Bruni, who is so much more than the former first lady of France. She’s a person with a fascinating family background — musical, arty, political ...
India Knight: Cancel culture brings out the French resistance
We belong to the most medically protected generation in human history and that protection has made us both complacent and risk averse. The history of twentieth-century vaccine developments has long ...
Why Do We Forget Pandemics?
I had to smile, a bit wryly, reading Rick Mellerup's account of how variolation (scratching a small amount of dried or fresh pustule material from a less virulent strain of pox int ...
Such Is Progress
A 'Memento Mori' gold ring engraved with a skull is one of nine stunning medieval and post-medieval objects found in Wales. The ring, found in Carreghofa Community, Powys, would have been kept as ...
Stunning gold Memento Mori ring engraved with a SKULL is one of nine medieval treasures discovered in Wales by metal detectorists
Its contents, in Old English, were written in it in the late 10th century, half way between King Alfred ... But neither Puritans nor librarians prised it from the cathedral, and the bombs missed.
Sacred Mysteries: A riddle solved after a thousand years
The influenza epidemic of 1918-1920 had been dropped in a remarkable manner from U.S. memory until COVID came along.
To Survive Next Pandemic, We Must Not Forget COVID Like We Forgot the 1918 Flu
In a March 2021 speech, Michigan Republican Party chair Ron Weiser flung a well-worn insult at Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, Secretary of State Jocelyn ...
Book Review: 'Hour of the Witch' by Chris Bohjalian
In this sense, the cemetery could stand for the living death that ... Christian in a way traditions of ancient provenance would still recognize had they squinted, the Puritan emphasis on ...
A Nation of Sinners
“I have always been on the side of the Puritans in ... carried him all the way to the age of ninety-four. When he died in 1950, he was the most acclaimed playwright in English since Shakespeare, and ...
The puritan bohemian
The 15th century exploration of Europeans to the Americas led to the decline of the native peoples by 90, chiefly, by way of death from smallpox ... for the prominent Puritan minister, Cotton ...
Pandemic, race and the vaccine — a history
This marks the end of another gut-wrenching week in the murder trial of Chauvin for his role in George Floyd’s death ... Puritan minister Cotton Mather justified the institution of slavery as ...
Want to be an anti-racist white ally? Here are six steps to follow
But it hasn’t always been this way. Dutch were the first newcomers to the area we call New Jersey, followed by English Quakers around 1670. By 1700 New Jersey’s population was nearly 15,000 ...
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